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*** a publication by and about Kent Roberts, and for the global community ***

Old & New Kent HQ: ratings chart and positivity playlist
By Kent Roberts
I just moved to Minneapolis Whittier HQ from
Minneapolis Longfellow HQ, where I’ve been for a
year. The new HQ gets a lower score, with an average
1-to-10 drop of 0.625. The rating system is flawed. I
believe in this new Kent HQ. I demand a reassessment
by Kent Project Manager Kent Roberts and his team.

Layout
Design
View
local population density
distro route proximity
Kent Sister HQ proximity
Kent Parent HQ proximity
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Average rating

Old HQ
2
2
5
6
10
5
10
8
6.000

New HQ
10
10
1
2
3
4
4
9
5.375

From Kent Sonic Therapist Kent Roberts: Here are
some songs I used to inform the new space that it is
now a place of positivity:
Jain: Heads Up, Makeba, Come
George Michael: Freedom
Eels: Premonition, Today is the Day, Fresh Feeling
Jimmy Cliff: I Can See Clearly Now
Iron & Wine: Lion’s Mane, Upward Over the Mtn.
From Kent Sentimentality Spokeperson Kent
Roberts: "I had a premonition / That we're gonna get
by / You and I have a love / That never can die." –
“Premonition.” As I listened to these lyrics, my eyes
started to tear up as I realized I am getting a dog, and
that I will be moving south at the end of the lease to
be back near KentSon. KentFather will need to
outmaneuver cancer with KentMother & KentSister.
From Kent Publisher Kent Roberts: This new Kent
HQ is the 25th Kent HQ. Examples: Providence
Andrew/Jean-Paul/Lisa HQs, Gainesville (Justin) HQ;
Prospect Park (KentSonMother) HQ; Austin Jollyville
(KSM) HQ; Hollywood HQ; and St. Pete Eric HQ.

Goodbye Kent HQ #24 + incredible tree
By Kent Roberts
The tree next door and I had an
understanding. I would
occasionally open the window and
tell it I loved it. In turn, the tree
would radiate its brilliance toward

me. The tree was in Kent Former
Neighbor (KFN) Sharon’s yard.
KFN Sharon was very nice. I will
miss her yard as I return to the
parking lot-and-dumpster vistas of
the concrete jungle. However, I
do plan to visit the park every day.

“I would… tell it I
loved it. In turn, the
tree would radiate its
brilliance toward me.”
– Kent Roberts
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Kentphorisms:
“Give me liberty, or give me ondemand intergalactic benevolentET-collaborative transport.”

bacKent

Kentphorism:
“You don’t know what you have
until you subtract your debt from
the $800 in your bank account.”

world’s most indignant, phenomologically inept backside of a Kent Roberts publication

3 rules for my life moving forward
By Kent Roberts
Rule #1 – Decorate like
you mean it.

Rule #2 – Stop focusing
so much on pursuing
your dreams. Get your
finances straight. Check
a few things off a to-do

list you downloaded
from a cloud AI mobile
cyborg version of Satan.
Rule #3 – Get better at
not distracting the

person next to you when
you sit down in a
coffeeshop to madly
scribble Kentnotes.

Nell continues to put out the Nell publication
By Kent Roberts
So far, the only mail I’ve received
in the PO Box is from Nell or
referencing Nell, the first-ever

Kent spinoff, an ongoing monthly
(!!!) by Nell, a college student in
Michigan. The only exception is
an anonymous postcard that stated
it was a love note. I’ve wrestled

with the idea of Kent-reader
privilege in coverage of the PO
Box. Kentmunication ethics are
confusing. I assume people think I
may publish what they send. Hm.

Resistance corner: self-interview on pro-multiculturalism film
By Kent Roberts

donating 33.33% of
proceeds from my 1st
Kent: How you feeling
feature film (now out
about this move?
Oct. 16, Multicultural
Kent: I’ve written
Diversity Day) to a
nonprofit.
Kent: Wait,
“Kent is a public
what?
whisper.” – Kent Roberts
Kent: I’m
making a
movie about
before about how I’m
setting off with Kent

Friend Eric, as
teenagers, to meet Kurt
Vonnegut, through Cape
Cod and back to
Indiana.
Kent: Um, dude, you
just gave away the plot.
Kent: Not really.
Kent: Sure sounded like
it. No “spoiler alert”…
Kent: Just the synopsis.

Kent: And why are you
talking about a movie in
Kent? This isn’t a promo
channel to exploit.
Kent: I thought –
Kent: It’s not all about
you, you jackass!
[storms out; reenters
braying & making
donkey ears; then trots
back out to munch on
some barley straw.]

Fact & Fiction About Kent Roberts
Fact: Kent Roberts often feels like he is so old that he will suddenly turn into stone.
Fiction: Kent Roberts often feels like he is so old that he starts calling KentFather "son."

Fiction:
After
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man, Kent
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